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Swedes abroad

 Around 700.000 Swedes are estimated as living abroad, majority 
residing in Europe, followed by the United States. Swedes present in 
around 170 countries in the world.

 160.000 voting cards sent to Swedes abroad, material sent with voting 
card.

 To received the voting card abroad, the adress needs to be updated by 
the individual to the Swedish Tax Agency, in charge of the Population 
Registry. 



Statistics from the national elections 2022

 264 places with vote reception, around 115 countries
 72 places that only had postal voting material 
 42.000 votes received at foreign authorities’ vote reception
 33.000 postal votes sent to us at the Election Authority and directly to 

municipalities
 Counted on election night or the preliminary count on Wednesday after 

election day.
 2018: around 80.000 votes cast abroad



Voting from abroad

 Swedish foreign authorities organize vote reception abroad
‒ Possible 24 days before election day
‒ Votes sent to Sweden
‒ No registration needed, living abroad as well as travelers

 By mail (postal vote)
‒ 45 days before election day
‒ Special material required



Voting card and material for postal voting



Voting – by post from abroad

 Requierments:
- Eligable voter living abroad OR travelling abroad
- Use the material provided
- Two witnesses requiered (no restrictions on citizenship)
- Vote to be sent from abroad
- Vote to be sent 45 days before election day by the earliest (law)
- Vote to have reached Sweden by time of counting
- Fill in information on the envelope correctly





Instructions



Secrecy of the vote

 Postal votes received by the Election Authority or the municipality
 Suffrage checked at the Swedish Election Authority
 Requierements and suffrage checked at the municipality
 Ballot envelopes separated from the outer envelope at preliminary or 

final counting
 Marked in the electoral roll
 Ballot envelopes put in the ballot box together with all other votes to 

ensure secrecy of the vote



Considerations in setting rules:
 A combination of postal voting and voting at embassies and consulates is 

advisable. Gives more opportunities. 
‒ Everyone abroad can vote, both someone residing abroad and a temporary traveler.

 Be aware of postal delays when setting your deadlines.
‒ Postal service not available in all of the world and carriers can be expensive. Can 

embassies/consulates help with sending votes?

‒ We received late votes up until January 2023 for the elections of September 2022. 

 Voter identification, think in broad terms: 
‒ Any person with an ID can verify a Swedish voter, does not need to be a Swedish citizen. 
‒ It is also possible to use an ID from the country in which one resides, does not need to be a 

Swedish ID.



 About the requierments:
‒ Automatic enrollment facilitates the procedures.

‒ Postal voting can start 45 days prior to elections in Sweden. If possible
it could start earlier, but depending on when suffrage is stated.

‒ Stamps (rubber stamps) are not used as much anymore, it can be 
difficult to tell if a vote has been sent from abroad if a stamp is 
requiered. In at least the Nordic countries a code can be purchased for 
sending mail (see picture). Consider other options of verification. On 
our outer envelope the voter states and signs to that the vote is sent 
from abroad, enough?

‒ Witnesses – one or two? Or none? Some have trouble finding
witnesses or misinterpret that the witness also needs to be a Swedish 
citizen (which they don’t).

‒ Translations are important if witnesses are to be used! Videos are also
a good medium of information to show correct procedures. Keep
instructions as simple as possible. Test the instructions on a test-group.
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